Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades, a new collection of decorative objects from leading contemporary designers will be premiered at this year’s Fuori Salone

The first Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades collection is innovative and inventive, poetic and elegant: decorative objects for the home by some of the world’s most renowned designers, Humberto & Fernando Campana, Atelier Oï, Patricia Urquiola and Marcel Wanders.

Each object of Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades is an invitation to take home a unique blend of a designer’s creative vision and the House’s traditional savoir-faire and innovative craftsmanship. These smaller-scale objects, inspired by the designers’ Objets Nomades, Louis Vuitton’s ever-growing collection of limited-edition collectable furniture, are functional and beautiful interpretations of the House’s world of refined and inspiring design. As an accessible way to share the spirit of Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades, this new collection makes perfect gifts.

Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades collection will be presented at the Fuori Salone in Milan, Italy, from April 18th - April 22nd.
Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades: The Objects

Tropicalist Vase by Humberto & Fernando Campana

A carefully crafted construction of 176 two-tone, leather-covered metal “petals”, the Tropicalist Vase is a statement to the different ways that Louis Vuitton’s materials can be crafted. The Campana Brothers were the designers of the first ever Objet Nomade and their Louis Vuitton Les Petits Nomades Tropicalist Vase, inspired by South American quesnalia and bromeliad flowers, is the latest example of their timeless vision of exuberant refinement.

Campana Brothers: “We were lucky to grow up in the middle of intense nature. Our father was agronomist and surrounded us with beautiful plants. He thought us to respect and admire our flora. But most important he thought us about the soul of vegetal and so we tried to enlarge this concept of totally new dimension. In this collection we wanted to celebrate the preciousness of nature and send a signal of respect for one of the most important parts of the planet.”
Swiss design studio Atelier Oï has taken the ingenious direction of exploring leather properties, and applied it to Louis Vuitton’s iconic savoir-faire. The results are Origami Flowers, 15 differently coloured individually crafted leather blooms; Leather Rosace Vase and Tray, which inspired by the pattern of the House’s Monogram creating a bi-colored relief; and the Flower Field Cushion with its folded leather pattern, a nod to the Hammock that Atelier Oï created for the Objets Nomades collection.
Overlay Bowl by Patricia Urquiola

Each one of Milan-based designer Patricia Urquiola’s Overlay Bowl is made of just four cleverly assembled sheets of smooth but hardwearing Louis Vuitton leather. Featuring harmonious colours and contrasting edge-dying, the baskets – which come in three sizes – are all individually handmade, making each one a one-off sculpture and a beautiful example of the House’s leather work savoir-faire.
Diamond Mirror by Marcel Wanders

In collaboration with Louis Vuitton, Marcel Wanders is presenting two Diamond Mirrors (2018) as part of the Objets Nomades collection at Fuori Salone this April. The mirrors have been designed in two sizes and are referred to as the large Diamond Mirror and the petit Diamond Mirror. They feature a central octagon that is circled by 25 smaller triangular mirrors and use dazzling geometric design to create poetic reflections. Each mirror’s faceted rigid structure is enveloped in Louis Vuitton’s rich Nomade leather and reveals Louis Vuitton’s emblematic contrasting stitching. The petits Diamond Mirrors are mounted on a heavyweight silvery brass stand with a marble foot. The patterns created by the Diamond Mirror’s facets are reminiscent of the repeated shapes of another one of Marcel Wanders’ Objets Nomades, the leather Diamond Screen. As the latest additions to the Louis Vuitton Objets Nomades collection, these mirrors playfully combine a rigorous geometrical design with subtle bright reflections revealed through the effect of surrounding light. With their angular beauty, the Diamond Mirrors bring poetry and enlightenment to any room. Marcel Wanders: “These mirrors express Louis Vuitton’s heritage and luxurious attention to detail. Their presence uplifts the human spirit as each gracefully reflects the craftsmanship the world has come to love about their brand.”
About Louis Vuitton

Since 1854, Louis Vuitton has brought unique designs to the world, combining innovation with style, always aiming for the finest quality. Today, the House remains faithful to the spirit of its founder, Louis Vuitton, who invented a genuine “Art of Travel” through luggage, bags and accessories which were as creative as they were elegant and practical. Since then, audacity has shaped the story of Louis Vuitton. Faithful to its heritage, Louis Vuitton has opened its doors to architects, artists and designers across the years, all the while developing disciplines such as ready-to-wear, shoes, accessories, watches, jewellery, fragrance and stationery. These carefully created products are testament to Louis Vuitton's commitment to fine craftsmanship.

For further information: louisvuitton.com